
Monday 05-11-07 Production Meeting Minutes

November 5, 2007

Present: Gianluca, Nick, Andrew, Raja, Catalin (RAL), Marcos, Alexei

RAL migration

Report of the current status by Catalin. Nick guideline:

1. Define a DIRAC SE in the CS: e.g. < newSE > describing that new SE
(e.g. RAL-tape Castor)

2. Add < newSE > in the SEs supported by the site

3. Replicate O(100) files from < SE > to < newSE >

4. Submit test jobs in the test system reading those files, making sure the
replica that is chosen is that on the new SE.

5. Define < oldSE > in the CS with the same characteristics as < SE >,
put it as a close SE to the site

6. Define < SE > as an alias of < newSE > in the CS. From that moment
all transfers (pending or new ones) will go to the new SE but with <

newSE > as name

7. Rename hostname from < SE > to < oldSE > in the LFC (at RAL it
could be RAL-tape dCache) - Needs LFC intervention??

8. Define < SE > as < newSE > (no longer an alias) and remove <

newSE > from CS

9. Rename in LFC hostname < newSE > of files replicated in (3) to < SE >

10. Copy O(1 TB) of data from < oldSE > to < SE > using DIRAC DMS
tools

11. Perform checksum tests on datasets

12. Remove LFC entries of copied data
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13. Copy half of the replicas from < oldSE > to < SE > & remove LFC
entry using DIRAC DMS tools

14. Remove from < oldSE > (site intervention)

15. Copy remaining replicas from < oldSE > to < SE > & remove LFC entry
using DIRAC DMS tools

16. Physical remove from < oldSE > (site intervention)

17. Remove < oldSE > from the CS

Production 1959

After some magic from the developers site, the pilots request the production
jobs. (No connection to the new voms implementation seems to be correlated
with the last week malfunctioning. . . explanatory comments are welcome).
1097 jobs have been submitted and 335 failed with “Exceeded Max Staging
Retry”. A list of 570 problematic file (at CERN) has been given to Andrew to
determine the reason. Meanwhile Stuart has modified the default time limit for
the staging retry. Right now it is set to 48h.
468 jobs are now in the outputready status.

Old Productions

Production 1778, 1734, 1957, 1963, 1778, 1677, 1749, 1960, 1962, 1963 are
mostly in the ouputready status either in AppState “Waiting for data transfer”
or “Job finished successfully”.

Brunel v31r11

The installation of this version was not completed.
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